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ABOUT US

Founded over 33 years ago, CC&N has enjoyed consistent growth. We work with companies of all sizes to respond to critical one-time projects or large-scale, complex initiatives involving multiple sites, diverse technology, and challenging environments.

Our customers range from Fortune 500 corporations through new start-up companies with only a few employees. An employee-owned company, CC&N is dedicated to superior quality, safe working practices, and absolute integrity in all of our business relationships.

For additional information about all of our services and products, visit www.cc-n.com.
CABLE INFRASTRUCTURE
As experts in cable infrastructure since 1985, CC&N provides solutions customized to your project’s physical, logistical, and technical demands. We offer a full spectrum of structured cabling, including copper, fiber, and coaxial cabling system installation with scalability to expand and enhance your network — even as changes arise.

WI-FI NETWORK SYSTEMS
CC&N provides upgrades, optimization, and new wireless installations of enterprise wireless (WLAN) networks. Our solutions include in-building wireless solutions, outdoor wireless solutions, point to point, and point to multipoint wireless systems. Whether your company’s building, expanding, or moving to a new facility or just need to update an obsolete wireless network due to aging hardware, CC&N will provide a network design and installation to fit your needs.

IN-BUILDING CELLULAR REPEATER SYSTEMS
To successfully achieve indoor cellular coverage, cellular signals must be able to penetrate all areas inside of the building. CC&N’s Distributed Antenna Systems (DAS) team assesses the unique needs of your facility to provide indoor cell signal strength throughout your entire environment and produces a design that ensures that lines of communication remain open at all times. By implementing DAS, you eliminate the dreaded cell signal “dead spots” in your workplace, the dropped calls and the frustration of time spent searching for a stronger signal.

IN-BUILDING PUBLIC SAFETY REPEATER SYSTEMS
Our first responder Firefighters, Police, and EMT’s must be able to communicate inside buildings when they respond to emergencies at your facility. In order to be prepared for situations that may occur, public safety organizations have set requirements that buildings and companies must adhere to. CC&N has comprehensive knowledge of public safety codes such as NFPA72, IFC510, NFPA1, and municipality ordinances. We design our in-building public safety solution to meet these requirements throughout your facility.

ENTERPRISE ACCOUNT SERVICES
CC&N’s Enterprise Account Services offers a fresh, custom approach to onsite IT and facility team support that simplifies the project process and delivers a coordinated, comprehensive solution. Whether your project requires hands-on skills, design expertise, or special integration and termination assistance, we supply resources to address your network infrastructure challenges, including those that are unique or tough issues.

PARTNER SERVICES
CC&N has expertise at installing any low-voltage wired or wireless system, even systems that are designed and supported by others. Whether it’s nurse call, overhead paging, security, access control, voice, digital signage, sound masking, or any other type of low-voltage system, CC&N will install the cabling, devices, equipment, and antennas to specification. We’re expert at all wired and wireless infrastructure.
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